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We offer a full range of Distribution Boxes, Festoon,  Transformers, RCD Sockets,  Combination 

Units and Energy Saving Lamps 

Getting power and light to wherever you need it, whenever you need it. 

KES Power & Light Ltd 

KES is the sole UK agent for the PCE range of industrial plugs and sockets . 

Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook and Twitter: 

Facebook—KES Power & Light Ltd   @KESPowerLight 

Twitter—KES Power & Light    @KESPowerLight 
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Our experienced engineers provide optimal     

solutions for any event, including fairs, trade 

shows and exhibitions, concerts, festivals and 

film & TV locations. The KES  Distribution units 

are designed to meet customers’ exact re-

quirements, with a wide variety of options 

available including metering, castor wheels, 

protection and H07 extension leads or tails. 

Arctic grade cables can be security print-

ed with company details, telephone num-

ber and serial number if required. 

Events 

Ischl Distro New From PCE 

 

The new Ischl series of thermoplastic insulated distribu-

tion boxes allow more sockets and protection on a mobile 

unit. Available in three different configurations, all with 2 

metres of H07 cable to plug for incoming and 9 sockets 

outgoing, ranging from 13a to 32a, 230v to 400v. They are 

also stackable enabling a bank of sockets to be easily set 

up.  

Ischl Distro New From PCE 
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St Anton 

Festoon Lighting 

Our bespoke festoon can be made in various spacings 

and lengths to meet requirements. Plugs and connect-

ors can be added in a variety of ampages to allow links 

to be joined together making festoon an easy and cost 

effective way to get light to the places you need.  

Midnight Range 

An ever increasing 

range of products avail-

able in the black mid-

night range allowing 

plugs and connectors to 

seamlessly fit into any 

environment. Always 

popular in the events 

sector for their ability 

to blend in.  

This range has been expanded by PCE to include 2 

extra sockets along with the ability to add protec-

tion. Available in three different configurations the 

St. Anton allows quick and easy power distribution 

wherever it may be needed.  

 



PCE Grip Plug and Connector 

The new CEE plugs and connectors with rubberized surfaces provide more safety and 

a perfect grip for all environments and applications.  

Available in 5 pin, 16a and 32a from 110v to 400v. We will be offering the standard 

screw terminal, turbo terminal screwless connection and the all black midnight range, 

which is ever popular in the event environment.  

KES was formed in the mid-seventies by Mr Derek Karl and traded as Karl  

Electrical Supplies from offices in South East London. In the late seventies    

the company expanded and opened a corner shop in Southampton where      

it traded for several years until moving to our current location. Further            

expansion took place in 1994 with the opening of a branch in Yorkshire.  

Unit 5, Wilks Ave 

Quester Road East 

Dartford, Kent 

DA1 1JS 

Stanton Road 

Southampton 

Hampshire 

SO15 4HU 

Unit 4 Evans Bus. Centre 

Monkton Road Ind Est 

Wakefield, Yorkshire 

WF2 7AS 

KES Locations 

Head Office, Southampton                Wakefield            London  


